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IAEA CN-56/A-3-1

CONFINEMENT AND STABILITY OF

VH-MODE DISCHARGES IN THE DIII-D TOKAMAK

ABSTRACT

A regimeofveryhighconfinement(VII-mode)has beenobservedinneu-
tralbeam-heateddeuteriumdischargesin the DIII-D tokamak with thermal
energyconfinementtimesup to ._.3.6timesthatpredictedby theITER-89P
L-mode scalingand 2 timesthatpredictedby ELM-freeH-mode thermalcon-
finementscalings.This highconfinementhas ledto increasedplasma perfor-
mance, nD(0)T_(0)rE= 2 X 102°m-3 kev secwithIp = 1.6MA, Br = 2.1T,
z,__<2.

Detailedtransportanalysisshowsa correspondencebetweenthelargede-
creaseinthermaldiffusivityintheregion0.75<_p _<0.9and thedevelopmentof
a strongshearin theradialelectricfieldinthesame region.Thissuggeststhat
stabilizationofturbulenceby shearedE x B flowisresponsiblefortheimproved
confinementinV'H-mode. A substantialfractionof theedgeplasma entering
the secondregimeofstabilitymay alsocontributeto the increasein confine-
ment. The durationof theVH-mode phasehas been lengthenedby feedback
controllingtheinputpower tolimitplasmabeta.

1. INTRODUCTION

The viability of a tokamak as a fusion reactor depends on the simultaneous
achievementofgood confinementand highbeta.We reportheretheobservation
of a re.he of high confinement (VH-mode) [1,2] in DHI-D, with global thermal
energy confinement times up to twice those predicted by the JET/DIII-D ELM-
freeH-mode scaling[3],correspondingto globalenergyconfinementtimesup
to3.6timesthosepredictedby theITER-89P L-mode scaling[4].These high
confinementtimesareobservedevendose tothepredictedMHD betalimit.

In thispaper, we willdescribethe Operationalconditionsneeded for
VH-mode, includingthe roleof dischargeshape.Transportin VH-mode and
H-mode dischargeswillbe compared,and possiblemechanismsfortheimproved
confinementwillbe discussed.The MHD instabilitywhich usuallyterminates
theVH-phase willbe described,alongwithpossiblemeans ofavoidingtheinsta-
bilityand extendingthedurationofthismode ofoperation.Recentexperimental
work hasconcentratedon experimentsat 1.6MA, 2.1T to evaluatethecause
oftheimprovedconfinement,and we reportthoseresultshere.
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2. VH-MODE DISCHARGE CHARACTERISTICS

AND DISCHARGE EVOLUTION

The VH-mode regime of high confinement was observed in DIII-D follow-
ing boronization of the vessel wall in May 1991 [2]. Discharges with distinctive
VH-mode characteristics have since been obtained over the range of 1.0 MA

Ip < 2 MA, 4 MW __ PNBI __16 MW, and 1.7 _ BT _ 2.1 T. The high con-
finement times are observed at high values of normalized beta, 19N -- _T/(I/aB)

(%T-m/MA)2< En <3.5,and high Br 4%. Thishighco ement at
high beta has led to increased plasma performance: n_(0)T_(0)rE -- 2 × 102° m -3
keV sec with Ip -- 1.6 M_A,BT -- 2.1 T, Zefr < 2.

The most distinctive feature of'the VH-mode discharge is the increase in
the thermal energy confinement time during the ELM-free phase of the beam
heating pulse. VH-mode develops out of the H-mode during the ELM-free
period. The temporal evolution of a VH-mode discharge and an H-mode dis-
charge with a long ELM-free period are compared in Fig. 1. Both are deuterium
discharges with the same level of constant, deuterium neutral beam injection

power (9 MW), high triangularity, 6 _0.85, and double-null divertor (DND)
configuration. An L-H transition occurs shortly after the start of bemn in-
jection, as is seen by the drop in the divertor Da emission. After the initial
rise in _- following the L-H transition, the thermal energy confinement time of
the H-mode decreases slightly during the ELM-free phase as the loss power

p-1/z
(/)LOSS = PABS --d[/V/dt) increases_consistentwith _LOSS confinementscal-
ings.In contrast,the thermalenergyconfinementtimein theVH-mode con-
tinuesto increaseduringtheELM-freephase,althoughthelosspower,plasma
energy,and/9 continueto increase.In many discharges,thereisan appar-
ent "transition"overtensof msec, duringwhich thereissubstantialchange
in the interiortoroidalrotationand radii electricfieldand the confinement

increasesmore rapidly.In dischargeswhere the transitionisidentifiable,the
transitionoccursat _p _>I. With a constantinputpower greaterthan8 MW,
the plasma beta and the energyconfinementtime continueto increaseunti]
the VH-mode phaseisterminatedby a globalMHD eventnear thepredicted
beta limit:in thecaseshown 19N reaches3.1.The peak in the energycon-
finementtimejustbeforethe VH-mode terminationismore than twicethat
predictedby theJET/DIII-D ELM-freeH-mode thermalenergyconfinement

1 03 0 48 1 48
scaling, _'JET/DIXI-D -- 0.106 I_" (MA) P- " (MW) R " (m). Following the
termination of the VH-phase, the discharge reverts to an ELMing H-mode, with
a confinement equal to that predicted by H-mode scaling relations.

There are several additional characteristics and operational requirements

of VH-mode. VH-mode is obtained during the long ELM-free phase of the dis-
charge and the high confinement regime is almost always terminated with the

beginning of ELMs. VII-mode is obtained with low radiated power, low ohmic

target density (_3 x 1019m -3 at 1.6 MA), low recycling, and high triangularity,
conditions previously recognized as important in obtaining long ELM-free peri-

ods. Discharges with higher target densities and higher recycling have a shorter

ELM-free period; and as a consequence of the earlier onset of ELMs, have a
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Fig. 1. Temporal evolution of VH-mode and ELM-free H-mode. Solid curves are for
1.6 MA, double-nulldivertor, VH-mode; dashedcurvesare for 2.0 MA double-nulldivertor

ELM-free H-mode. "t'ETH,thermal energy confinement time; Da, deuterium a emission
from the divertor region;/_N, normalizedbeta. Data usedin the calculationof confinement

times are averagedover40 msec.

lower peak energy confinement time. Even following boronization, five to eight

minutes duration of helium glow discharge cleaning between tokamak discharges

is required to maintain the low target density and low recycling in order to reli-

ably obtain VH-mode discharges. It is felt that one of the key consequences of

boronization is the ability to produce moderate to high current discharges with

high beam power and low target density. Prior to boronization, locked modes

and/or radiative collapse limited the performance of H-mode discharges [2].

The radiated power in VH-mode discharges is significantly reduced over

that of H-modes obtained prior to boronization. In H-mode discharges prior to

boronization, the radiated power increases throughout the ELM-free phase, and

at high current (/'p _ 2 MA), the ELM-free phase is often terminated when the

radiated power reaches _70_ of the input power. The radiation profile of these
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discharges is nearly fiat, with the high central radiation caused by the accumu-

lation of metal impurities. The radiated power in the VH-mode discharges is

typically less than 30% of the input power acd the radiation emission is strongly

localized near the pl_ma edge. This low radiated power is correlated with a

significant reduction in metal impurity radiation; a consequence of improved

edge plasma shielding, reducing the impurity influx in VH-mode discharges [5],

and the boron coverage of the metal vessel wall.
The enhanced confinement in the VH-mode may be associated with a

large current density near the plasma edge. The high edge current density may

play a significant role in establishing the improved confinement or it may be

a consequence of the high confinement. This edge current is deduced from the
MHD equilibrium reconstruction which derives from the measured pressure pro-

file, the external magnetics, and the internal field pitch angle calculated from
the motional Stark effect measurement [6]. Transport analysis using measured

thermal plasma profiles shows this edge current to be bootstrap driven current.

In discharges where the edge current density was suppressed by an applied neg-

ative EMF (a negative current ramp), the peak energy confinement time waJ
significantly reduced compared to non-ramped discharges. This observation is

in contrast to other current ramp experiments in L-mode limiter plasmas where

negative current ramps and the increase in the internal inductance resulted in
an increase in the confinement compared to non-ramped discharges at the same

value of current [7].

3. GLOBAL ENERGY CONFINEMENT

The energy confinement of VH-mode discharges is nearly twice that of

other ELM-free discharges, see Fig. 1. This increase in the thermal energy con-

finement taken at the peak value during a discharge is compared to the JET/

DIII-D ELM-free H-mode thermal confinement scaling in Fig. 2: the solid curve

represents 2 times T'JET/DIII_ D scaling. Many VH-mode discharges reach two
times 7"JET/DIII_ D. We have not yet completed enough systematic single param-
eter scans to perform a statistically defensible regression analysis, however, the

data are consistent with rm 0¢ I v -o.5P£oss[2].
The highest peak energy confinement in DIII-D discharges is observed at

high triangularity in VH-mode. The confinement of single-null divertor (SND)

discharges with triangularity, 6 _ 0.7, is only slightly less than that of the DND
discharges, and the discharge evolution is very similar. At lower triangularity

(below 6 _ 0.5), the peak energy confinement is further reduced, the ELM-free

phase terminates smoothly with the commencement of small ELMs, and we do

not observe what we call the VH-mode. The dependence of the peak energy

confinement on the triangularity is shown in Fig. 3. Even following boronization,

during ELM- free SND discharges with 6 _ 0.3, rm _<1.2 7"JET/DIII_I).
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Fig. 2. Comparison of VH-mode thermal confinement for double-null divertors (6 _ 0.85)

to JET/Dlli-D ELM-free H-mode scaling. "/'ETH = 1/VTH/[PABS -- (di/V/at)i, 14/'TH =

WMHD -- WFAST. WFAST is fast ion energy content based on calculated slowing

down time and injected neutral beam power. 1< Ip _<2 MA, 4_< PLOSS < 8 MW.

4. PROFILES AND TRANSPORT

The high energy confinement of the VH-mode is seen to coincide with

the broadening of the steep density gradient and temperature gradient region
for both electrons and ions in the outer portion of the plasma. A comparison

of the measured profiles for 1.6 MA double-null divertor L-mode, H-mode, and

VH-mode discharges is shown in Fig. 4. The shapes of the electron temperature
and ion temperature profiles in the central region of the L-mode and H-mode

discharges are similar. The l_-mode has a noticeable increase in the temperature

and density near the boundary resulting in large gradients outside p _ 0.9.

These strong gradients outside p _ 0.9 give what some refer to as an edge
"pedestal" in the plasma energy. In VH-mode the steep gradients in the electron

temperature, the ion temperature and the electron density all extend further

into the plasma, typically to p _ 0.8. There is a very noticeable increase in
the temperature gradient near p _ 0.8 from H-mode to VH-mode. Note that
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the electron density in VH-Iaode is quite high, ne > 6 X 10tgm -a, and as a

consequence of the high he, the ion and electron temperatures are nearly equal
and the fast ion energy content is less than 10% of the total plasma energy. The

ion and the fast ion content can be higher in lower current and lower density

discharges. The Zeff profile for both H-mode and VH-mode is slightly hollow

with Zefr _ 1 near the center and increasing to _1.5 to 2 near the boundary

(approximately equal B and C contributions).

To better understand the cause of the improved confinement, the local

traneport characteristics of the discharges are compared. In general, ELM-free

H-mode and VH-mode are continuously evolving and time dependent transport

analysis is required. The L-mode discharges are quasi-stationary and a single
time independent transport analysis suffices. MHD equilibria are reconstructed

from the poloidal magnetic measurements, the diamagnetic measurement, the

poloidal field pitch from Motional Stark [6] measurements, and the kinetic pres-

sure. The kinetic pressure profile is constructed from the measured Tc, Tj,
n,, Zefr, and the calculated fast ion content. The transport coefficients are
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Fig. 4. Comparisonof the kinetic profilesfor VH-mode (solid), H-mode (dashed), L-mode

(dotted); Te, electron temperature, from Thomson scattering [8]; Ti, ion temperature,

from charge exchangerecombinationspectroscopy[9]; he, electrondensity,from Thomson

scattering and two infraredinterferometer cl'ords; Zefr, effectiveion charge,deducedfrom
bremsstrahlungemission[10].

calculated in the code ONETWO [11], using the reconstructed equilibria, the

measured profiles (T,, T_, he, Zefr, Prod), and the calculated beam deposition

and slowing down as input. Because Te and Ti are quite close and the electron

density is high, there is a large uncertainty in the ion electron transfer term.

Thus, a single fluid thermal diffusivity is used, X_fr = -qefr/(neV Te + hiv Ti),
where qefr is the heat flux.
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The improvement in confinement from L-mode to H-mode is a conse-

quence of the development of a transport barrier at the edge of the discharge, p _>

0.85. The further improvement in confinement from H-mode to VH-mode can

be viewed as a broadening of this transport barrier into p _ 0.75. The L-mode

discharge exhibits a steeply rising thermal diffusivity towards the plasma bound-

ary. In H-mode, the diffusivity is reduced over most of the discharge, including

the bulk, but most noticeably in the edge, ' beyond p _ 0.85, Fig. 5.

Comparing VH-mode to H-mode, Xea_ further reduces in the outer region

of the plasma, especially in the region of 0.75 <_ p _< 0.9. Inside p _ 0.6 the

change in the thermal dif_sivity is within the error bars. These changes in the
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Fig. 5. Comparison of transport results and radial electric field for VH-mode (solid),

H-mode (dash,_l), and L-mode (dotted). Xefr, single fluid difTusivity;JBS, calculated

bootstrap current; E_., radial electric field.



thermal diffusivity can be inferred directly from the profiles shown in Fig. 4.

In L-mode the gradients are all quite weak near the boundary, p _ 0.8. In

H-mode, a steep gradient develops in Tc, Ts, and ne outside p _. 0.85 to 0.9. In
VH-mode, the steep gradient in all the profile_ extends into p _ 0.75 to 0.8. A

number of 1.6 MA H-modes and VH-modes have been analyzed, and although

the details of the thermal diffusivity profile change, the general features in Fig. 5

are reproduced. It is the transport in the region between 0.75 <_p <_ 0.9 that is

reduced from H-mode to VH-mode and is largely responsible for the improved
confinement.

The calculated bootstrap current density and the radial electric field shear

are also shown in Fig. 5. The bootstrap current in the well developed VH-mode
peaks at p _ 0.85. The radial electric field is calculated from the rotation-

induced Doppler shift in the CER CVI emission [9], and the CVI pressure gra-

dient: Er -- v x B + (1/nlPI)VPI. The H-mode develops a shear in the radial
electric field in the outer region, primarily at p _> 0.9. In the VH-mode this

radial electric field extends inward to p _ 0.7.

5. VH-MO]'_ T_R2VIINATION

The VH-mode phase is often terminated by a global MHD event near

the expected beta limit. An example of VH-mode termination is shown in

Fig. 6. The event is initiated by an n = 5 MHD mode rotating in the electron

diamagnetic drift direction. The mode grows on a timescale of 20 to 50 ;asec

[Fig. 6(b)]. Mode numbers n = 3 to 5 are typically observed in other discharges

and in some cases an n = 1 mode which grows on a timescale of tens of msec

is observed on the magnetics and the central SXP_ emission leading up to the
termination. Rapid drops in edge SXR emission and a rise in Da begin during

the growth of the n = 5 mode and extend to the central SXR chord within

300 _sec. _¥om Thomson scattering, a drop in the electron temperature as

much as a factor of 2 is sometimes observed within 20 msec of the appearance of

the n - 1 mode and the Da spike. Using experhnental equilibria at peak beta,

ideal kink stability calculations with the code GATO [11] show ideal modes with
n = 2, 3, 4 to be unstable and n = 1 near marginal stability, consistent with
the observed modes.

This instability and termination of the VH-mode phase tend to become

more violent (global with greater prompt energy loss) as 13 increases. In dis-
charges with lower input power and lower /3, the MHD event appears more

localized to the edge. The MHD mode at the event in the lower/3 case is still

typically 2 < n < 5, but is a lower amplitude mode. The similarity between the
MHD event for a hard termination and a soft termination indicates that the un-

derlying physics may be the same. The global MHD event occurs at normalized

beta values of 2.5 < /3N < 3.5, in agreement with the expected beta limit of

divertor discharges with high edge current density [9]. The coupling to the n = 1

9
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Fig. 6. VH-mode termination. (a) Plasmaenergy (WMHD), amplitude of n = 1 magnetic

fluctuations, Be, (b) soft X-ray emissionfrom three chords,Da emissionfrom the divertor,

(c) expandedtrace of magnetic probesignals,J_#, (d) expanded trace of soft X-ray emis-

sionand Da emissionfrom the divertor.

mode may resultin the globalcharacterof the terminationand the substantial

prompt energy loss.The avoidanceof the n - 1 eitherthrough currentprofile

controlor maintaininglower beta might preventthe abrupt globaltermination.

6. PROGRESS TOWARD LONG-PULSE

ENHANCED CONFINEMENT

Two techniques have been found which allow operation for longer duration

with confinement substantially above that of ELM-free H-mode confinement as

predicted by JET/DIII-D scaling. The first of these is to feedback control the

10
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neutral beam input power to maintain the plasma beta below the theoretically

predicted beta limit. Using the digital control system [14], the beam power
is feedback controlled to hold the diamagnetic flux constant by changing the

chopping freq.mncy and/or number of ion sources. With this feedback control

scheme, the diamagnetic flux and 13_vare held constant res,,!ting ht VH-mode

discharges with ELM-free periods in excess of 1 sec, and _.Tt ;.=2 7"JET/DIII_ D for

up to 0.6 sec. The temporal evolution of such a discharge is shown in Fig. 7(a--c).

0.3
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Fig. 7. Longpulseenhancedconfinementdischarges:(a--c)Feedbackontheinput power;

(d-e) ELMing discharge:_'ETI'I (solid), thermal energy confinement time; I"jET/DIII-D

(dashed),predictedenergyconfinementfromJET/DIII-D scaling;PNBI, injectedneutral

beampower(dashed),averageofinis:tedpower(solid);_N (dashed),no_malizedbeta;Da
(solid),deuteriumez-emissionfromthedivertorregion.

In a high triangularity SND discharge with moderate input power, substan-

tially improved confinement is observed in the presence of small and frequent

ELMs [Fig. 7(d,e)]. In this discharge, the confinement time develops similar
to other VH-mode discharges following the L-H transition at 2030 msec. At
2300 msec small and frequent ELMs commence as can be seen on the diver-

tor Do emission. The energy confinement time is greater than 1.5 times that

predicted by JET/DIII-D scaling.
Although true steady state VH-mode discharges have not yet been ob-

tained, these two examples indicate the possibility. It is noted that for some

11



time after the discovery of H-mode, ELMs often terminated the period of good
confinement, and only later was it discovered that the ELMs could be used as

a means to obtain near steady state H-modes. We anticipate with. further eval-
uation and experiment that we will be able to produce steady state VH-mode

discharges in the future.

7'. DISCUSSION

A plausible explanation for the increased confinement in VH-mode is the

expansion of the region of sheared E × B stabilization of microturbulence. The

correspondence between the development (temporally and spatially) of the in-
creased shear in the radial electric field and the decrease in the calculated dif-

fusivity supports this model. This is a well-developed model for explaining the

improvement in edge confinement in H-mode plasmas [15,16]. In the H-mode

the shear in the radial electric field is strongest in the region beyond p _ 0.85,
and likewise, the reduction in transport from L-mode to H-mode is largest in

this region. In a typical evolution of a VH-mode discharge, from 100 msec fol

lowing the L-H transition to _ 400 msec following the transition, the eneIgy

confinement time and the calculated profile of thermal diffusivity and radial

electric field remain nearly unchanged (rE may increase slightly). As the en-
ergy confinement begins to increase more rapidly, the radial electric field at _

p _ 0.6 increases rapidly and the electric field shear increases. At this same

time the relative density fluctuations, _e/ne, measured by infrared scattering

decrease [17].

The change in the radial electric field occurs primarily in a few tens of

msec and leads the change in the temperature and density profiles. The region
of strong radial electric field shear in VH-mode extends from 0.65 _ p < 1

compared to 0.85 _< p _ i for H-mode discharges. This expansion of the strong
shear region corresponds to the observed expansion of the transport barrier

in VH-mode and the substantial reduction in thermal diffusivity in the region
0.75 _ p _<0.9 of VH-mode.

Another possible explanation for the improvement in confinement in

VH-mode is expansion of the region of second stability to ballooning modes

near the plasma boundary. There are three mechanisms by which second regime

access could lead to reduced transport: (1) Stabilization of ideal and/or resistive
ballooning modes [18] in the plasma edge could lead to the improved confine-

ment. The edge temperatures in VH-mode are substantially higher than in

H-mode and the edge coUisionality is lower; and resistive ballooning modes are

therefore likely to be more easily stabilized. Second regime stability to ideal
modes alone is not singularly sufficient for the improvement in edge transport

since there are a number of DIII-D H-nmde discharges with edge region second

regime access, but with little or no improvement in confinement. (2) Second

12



regime access of the plasma edge alters the character and increases the stabil-

ity of ELMs [lg]: the absence of ELMs is required for the best confinement
discharges. (3) Local shear reversal in the unfavorable curvature region, high

Ep, and strong shaping are favorable for drift reversal of trapped particles and
stabilization of trapped particle modes, and could lead to reduced transport in

low coll!isionality plasmas. Second stability regime access 1,ear the plasma edge

is a consequence of the large edge current density in moderate q (q >_4) shaped
plasmas. Using simulated equilibria, the volume of the plasma in the second

stability regime nelr the plasma boundary is shown to increase with increasing

edge current density [2].

A high edge bootstrap current is a natural consequence of the operational
conditions for which VH-mode is obtained. Low target density, low recycling,

and significant input power lead to low edge density, high edge temperature,

and low edge collisionality. The low edge coUisionality and the high pressure

gradient observed in H-mode discharges lead to high edge bootstrap current.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Discharges in DHI-D with substantially improved confinement have been

obtained over a large range of parameter_ The exact cause of the improved

transport is still being investigated, but stabilization of microturbulence by
sheared E × B flows seems to be a good model. Steady-state VH-modes with

density control by ELMs might be possible. With improved stability limits, the

very high confinement observed in VH-mode discharges might provide a path

to a more compact, economically attractive tokamak reactor and could provide

a significant margin for ignition in ITER..
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